Abstract. In order to study the analytical method of product form for Kansei Engineering (KE), this paper studied the organic relationship between product form semantics, design semiotics and the significance level of products based on the Product semantics, Product Semiotics and the Phenomenology, and put forward the four dimension semantic coupling model of product symbol. Then the general step of deconstruction was analyzed based on semantic coupling model and the analytical method was presented for product multi-dimensionality form elements. This paper took intelligent mobile phone as an example, 141 multi-dimensionality form elements were obtained. Furthermore, the comparative verification method was applied to prove the practical application value of the analytical method proposed by this paper. This research provided a new idea and method for the research of KE and perceptual product from the perspective of product semantics.
Introduction
Rich social production has been able to meet the user requirements for large batch and functional products. Consumers are more and more emphasis on the emotional experience and the personality differences in recent years [1] . User-centered are regarded as an important strategy for enterprises to develop new products [2] . The importance of emotional design is becoming more and more prominent [3] . The emotion has the characteristics of fuzziness and complexity [4] . However, Kansei Engineering (KE) [5] has the ability to translate the user emotional demand into the product form elements accurately. Therefore, KE is effective to improve the competitive advantage of product design [6] .
One of the important input variables of product design is the product form elements which plays a key role in the process of user perception [7] . So the study on the product form has become a key point of KE. Researcher Liu et al. studied the product feature deconstruction method for the construction of multidimensional KE model [8] . Su discussed the relevance of product kansei image and design element [9] . Han et al. investigated the product form element witch lead to the kansei image of consumers and discussed the quantitative relationship between the form elements and perceptual image of audio products [10] . Lin et al. analyzed the overall steps of product form deconstruction based on a man-machine interface element with the Gestalt theory, and the product form deconstruction method to obtain multidimensional modeling features has been put forward [11] . According to the research of the Gestalt theory, the visual image has been identified as a unified whole at first, then it would be cognitive as part form. The above research, to a certain extent, has made the product kansei design which stay in the subjective for a long time tends to be scientific, rational and controllable. But these cognitive models lack the integration for the whole shape elements and multi form elements like shape, color and material etc. So it cannot be able to accurately fit the true emotional process of user. According to the cognitive psychology, each individual form elements has characteristics of wholeness which can be more obvious and prominent impact on kansei image [12] . The main difficulty of emotional design and KE is to establish the analytical method of product multi-dimensionality form elements from the perspective of holistic thinking.
So, this paper studies the organic relationship between product form semantics, design semiotics and the significance level of products based on the Product semantics, Product Semiotics and the Phenomenology. And it put forward the analytical method of product multi-dimensionality form. The study provides new idea and method for the research of KE and perceptual products from the semiotic perspective.
The Analytic Method of Multi-dimensionality Form Elements Product Semantic Form and the Corresponding Morphology
The Material semantic is the most basic perceptual knowledge for users which was implemented by material form. The functional semantic is the ability of the product to meet the user specific requirements which was implemented by composite structure. The relational semantic gives user the sense of interesting or novelty by using a form similar with know. The symbolic semantic was shaped by metaphorical element with a certain degree of consensus. Shaping the social role and convey specific concept are the two main forms. The schematic semantic expresses the design idea of the product and the operation which was implemented by intentional instruction. The Emotional semantic reflects the psychological care for user by artistic style. It makes the product became the emotional symbol of designer. The characterful semantic presents the culture, history and environment unconsciously by humanity form. The Aesthetic semantic is the evolution of specific social emotions which was implemented by rhyme form.
Design Semiotics and Product Semantics
Design semiotics was divided into 4 dimensions: semantic, contextual, pragmatics and syntactic [13] . First, they reflect the shape, material, texture, function, color, structure, emotion and performance of the product. Meanwhile, they interpret the meaning behind the product such as culture, art, story, society, etc. These are consistent with the mode of thinking of the designer, design tools and design procedures. The relationship between design Semiotics and product semantics was shown in Fig. 1 . 
Product Meaning and Its Expression Pattern
As a basis for product more advanced significance, material meaning refers to the shape, color and quality of the product. Expression meaning refers to the non-ontological significance which was reflected by the product symbol unconsciously, such as customs and culture. Ontological meaning refers to the function of the product itself and the ontology image. The structure of product in accordance with the function was embodied in ontological meaning. Symbolic meaning is reminiscent of the significance of the conventional concept which belongs to the moral level. Emotional meaning refers to the art features of the symbol. The expression pattern of the 5 significance level of products was shown in Fig. 2 . 
The Four Dimension Semantic Coupling Model of Product Symbol
The organic relationship between product form semantics, design semiotics and the significance level of products based on the Product semantics, Product Semiotics and the Phenomenology was analyzed according to the above research. The four dimension semantic coupling model of product symbol was put forward through these studies. The model was shown in Fig. 3 . 
The Steps of the Analytical Method
All elements were divided into material meaning, expression meaning, ontological meaning, symbolic meaning or emotional meaning under the guidance of the product meaning.
As ontological meaning, the element was interpreted as functional semantic or schematic semantic according to whether it has functional. As symbolic meaning, the element was interpreted as symbolic semantic or relational semantic according to whether it has metaphor. As expression meaning, the element was interpreted as characterful semantic or aesthetic semantic according to the form of its association. Material meaning was embodied in material semantic. Emotional meaning was embodied in emotional semantic.
The Semantic MFEs were formed by all the functional semantic element, the material semantic element and the relational semantic element. The contextual MFEs were formed by the schematic semantic element and the symbolic meaning element. The syntactics MFEs were formed by the aesthetic semantic element. The pragmatics MFEs were formed by the characterful semantic element and the emotional semantic element. The specific steps was shown in Fig. 4 . 
Construction of KE Model
The KE model is a kind of model that shows the relationship between perceptual information and design features of the product quantitatively based on the theory of kansei engineering. The specific design features of a particular emotion can be determined by this model accurately.
The Space of Multi-dimensionality Form Elements
This paper took intelligent mobile phone as an example, 141 multi-dimensionality form elements were obtained according to the method mentioned above. 49 semantic MFEs, 10 contextual MFEs, 65 syntactics MFEs and 17 pragmatics MFEs were parsed in turn. All these MFEs formed the space of multi-dimensionality form elements.
The Space of Kansei Image
Delicate and business constituted the emotion of this research. 6 different appearance of intelligent mobile phone were chosen as the experimental sample. 30 testers, including 10 graduate students, with a product design background using these experimental samples with the destination. The psychological feeling of each element is recorded on the 5 point rating scale based on the semantic differential (SD) method. The result of this experiment formed the space of kansei image.
The Mapping Relation Model
The mapping relation model of product multi-dimensionality form elements to kansei image was constructed by multiple linear regression technology. The multi-dimensionality form element was regarded as the independent variable. The kansei image was regarded as the dependent variable [14] .
The data of the space of kansei image was calculated by SPSS. The KE models were shown as follows. The KE model shows that the material of unlock key (MFEs 9) and the length width ratio of the screen (MFEs 68), are the key elements that affect the emotional changes of the user. The product feature which affect the emotion of the user was reflected clearly through this model. Meanwhile, the relationship between shape, material, texture, color and so on were included in the KE model which means that it was a typical expression patterns of the space of multi-dimensionality form elements. This also shows that the variable dimension of KE model was directly affected by the analytical method of product form.
Performance Verification
Two intelligent phones, which were different from the previous six experimental samples, were selected to verify the experiment. First, the predictive value of emotion was calculated by the previous two KE models. Second, the overall images of the two samples were scored by ten testers with SD. Third, the value of predicted and experimental were tested by a single sample T test. Set display level a=0.05. The predicted value can be accepted if p value less than 0.05. Two p values were less than 0.05. The validity of this KE model was demonstrated. The product which more fit the actual emotional experience of the user would be designed with this model.
Summary
This paper studied the organic relationship between product form semantics, design semiotics and the significance level of products based on the Product semantics, Product Semiotics and the Phenomenology, and put forward the four dimension semantic coupling model of product symbol. The general step of deconstruction was analyzed. New methods and means were provided for the analytical method of product. This analytical method was universal which means that it can be applied to any type of products. It had certain reference value to the product research. The feasibility of the method was confirmed by compared the predictive value with the experimental value. It had the applied value in the creative stage of emotional design.
